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FIG . 4 shows a visual representation of aggregate scores
of impression tags aggregated by the server system of FIG .
1.
BACKGROUND
FIG . 5 shows another visual representation of aggregate
5 scores of impression tags aggregated by the server system of
In Internet based map services , locations may be tagged FIG . 1 .
by users, using tags sometimes referred to as “ placemark
FIG . 6 shows an example graphical user interface for a
ers .” After creating a tag at a given location , a user may enter client application in communication with the server system
a name for the tagged location , and categorize the location of FIG . 1 .
by location type , such as park or restaurant, for example . 10 FIG . 7 shows an example method for impression tagging
Some location tagging services also enable a user to tag the of locations .
location with feedback , for example by selecting a “ like ” or
FIG . 8 shows an example computing system according to
" heart” feedback option . However , these feedback options an embodiment of the present disclosure.
are constrained to a few predefined types of feedback tags.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
By constraining users to only select between a few different 15
predefined feedback tag options, these services limit the
As discussed in detail below , the inventors have recog
ability of users to express a full range of human reactions.
nized that unstructured freeform tagging may have ambigu
SUMMARY
ous and complex interpretations. On the other hand , con
20 strained forms of tagging that limit users to only selecting
To address the above issue, a server system is provided , from among a small set of predefined tags may be too
which may include a processor configured to store a plural limiting to express the full range of human emotions and the
ity of location profiles respectively associated with a plu
full spectrum of human reactions . The systems and methods
rality of locations , each location profile having calendar data
described herein have been devised to address this chal
including a plurality of time intervals, manage an extensible 25 lenge.
taxonomyof impression tags for categorizing the plurality of
FIG . 1 illustrates a schematic representation of a server
locations, monitor content sources for visitor impressions of system 10 providing an impression tagging service for users
the plurality of locations and extract a plurality of impres of client computing devices 12. The client computing
sion tag inputs from the visitor impressions, each impression devices 12 may take the form ofmobile computing devices ,
tag input including an identified impression tag , a visited 30 desktop computing devices , laptop computing devices ,
location of the plurality of locations, and visited location wrist -mounted computing devices, and other forms of com
context data including a visited time interval of the plurality puting devices that may be used to communicate with the
of time intervals , based on at least a determination that one server system 10 over a network .
of the identified impression tags of the plurality of extracted
As illustrated , the server system 10 includes a processor
impression tag inputs is not included in the extensible 35 14, volatile storage 16, and non -volatile storage 18. In one
taxonomy of impression tags, extend the extensible tax example , the server system 10 includes a plurality of server
onomy of impression tags with the one of the identified devices, each server device including a processor 14 , vola
impression tags as a crowd-sourced impression tag , for each tile storage 16 , non -volatile storage 18. The plurality of
impression tag input, aggregate that impression tag input server devices may be configured to enact the methods
into aggregated impression tag input data in a location 40 described herein in concert . However, it will be appreciated
profile of the plurality of location profiles that is associated that any suitable server system architecture may be used to
with the visited location of that impression tag input, and for enact the systems and methods described herein .
each location profile , select one or more categorizing
In one example, processor 14 of the server system 10 is
impression tags from the extensible taxonomy of impression configured to execute instructions stored on the non - volatile
tags for each of the plurality of time intervals based on at 45 storage 18 for an impression tagging engine 20. As illus
least the aggregated impression tag input data of that loca trated , the impression tagging engine 20 is configured to
store a plurality of location profiles 22 respectively associ
tion profile.
This Summary is provided to introduce a selection of ated with a plurality of locations. Each location profile 22
concepts in a simplified form that are further described includes an associated location 24 of the plurality of loca
below in the Detailed Description . This Summary is not 50 tions. Each of the plurality of locations are physical places
intended to identify key features or essential features of the that are known to the impression tagging engine 20. For
claimed subject matter , nor is it intended to be used to limit example , the plurality of locations may include buildings,
the scope of the claimed subject matter. Furthermore, the businesses, routes, landmarks, geolocations , collections of
claimed subject matter is not limited to implementations that locations, and other types of physical locations ormethods
solve any or all disadvantages noted in any part of this 55 of demarcating locations in the world . Each of the plurality
of locations profiles 22 may include location data for its
disclosure .
associated location 24. For example , a location profile may
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
include a street address for the associated location 24 .
However , it will be appreciated that other types of location
FIG . 1 shows a schematic representation of a server 60 data may be stored by the plurality of locations profiles.
system according to one embodiment of the present disclo
As illustrated in FIG . 1, each location profile of the
sure .
plurality of locations profiles 22 further includes calendar
FIG . 2 shows an example graphical user interface for a data 26 including a plurality of time intervals 28. The
client application in communication with the server system
calendar data 26 organizes calendar information for the
of FIG . 1 .
65 associated location 24 of that location profile . For example,
FIG . 3 shows example content sources monitored by the if the associated location 24 is a store , the calendar data 26
server system of claim 1 .
may include information for the hours that the store is open .
IMPRESSION TAGGING SYSTEM FOR
LOCATIONS
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In this example, the calendar data 26 for each of the plurality
of location profiles 22 may include a plurality of time
intervals 28 including day, time of day, month , year, season ,
and other types of time intervals suitable for the type of

phrase was used to describe a location via established
grammar rules and conventions of the language . For
example , the impression tagging engine 20 may recognize
that words or phrase preceded by a hashtag may likely

location . In another example , the associated location 24 may 5 include descriptive content, a user impression , or a reaction
be a public location such as a public square that is open at for a location . Thus, even if the particular word or phrase is
all hours of the day . Thus, in this example , the calendar data not currently included in the extensible taxonomy of impres
26 for each of the plurality of location profiles 22 includes sion tags 30 , the impression tagging engine 20 may recog
event time intervals of the plurality of time intervals 28 for nize that the word or phrase was used to describe a location
events that occur at the associated location 24. For example , 10 and extract that word or phrase as a new impression tag to
the calendar data 26 may include data regarding events that be added to the crowd sourced impression tags 34 .
will occur at the associated location 24 including how long
The impression tagging engine 20 executed by the pro
the event will last. It will be appreciated that the above cessor 14 of the server system is configured to monitor
examples of the plurality of time intervals 28 are merely content sources 36 for visitor impressions 38 of the plurality
illustrative, and other types of time intervals and combina- 15 of locations and extract a plurality of impression tag inputs
tions of different time intervals not specifically mentioned 40 from the visitor impressions 38. For example , the content
above may also be included in the calendar data 26 of the sources 36 may include online social networking services,
plurality of location profiles 22 .
online review services, online media services, and other
As discussed previously, unstructured freeform tagging types of online content sources that allow users to post

may generate data sets that have ambiguous and complex 20 content relating to locations in the world . In another
interpretations. To address this issue, the impression tagging
10 is configured to manage an extensible taxonomy of
impression tags 30 for categorizing the plurality of locations
of the plurality of location profiles 22. As shown, the 25
extensible taxonomy of impression tags 30 includes diction
ary impression tags 32 which is a set of predetermined
impression tags that initially populates the extensible tax
onomy of impression tags 30. The dictionary impression
tags 32 may include known descriptive words, phrases , 30
idioms, acronyms, etc., that are commonly used during
conversation .
In one example, the extensible taxonomy of impression
tags 30 may also include emoticons and user uploaded
images in addition to words in the dictionary sourced 35
impression tags 32. For emoticons, the extensible taxonomy
of impression tags 30 may include commonly used emoti
cons with associated meanings. For example , the extensible
taxonomy of impression tags 30 may include a " happy face "
emoticon that is associated with an impression tag for 40
happiness in the extensible taxonomy of impression tags 30 .
As another example , the extensible taxonomy of impression
tags 30 may include images or pictures that may evoke
specific emotions or impressions. For example , the exten
sible taxonomy of impression tags 30 may include an image 45
of a fireplace that may be associated with a " cozy ” impres
sion. It will be appreciated that the above examples oftypes
of impression tags are merely illustrative, and other types of

engine 20 executed by the processor 14 of the server system

impression tags not specifically mentioned above may also

example , the client computing devices 12 may be included
in the content sources 36. For example, the client computing
device 12 may execute a client application 42 via client
hardware 44. The client hardware 44 may include any
suitable hardware components to execute applications on the
client computing devices 12 , such as a processor, volatile
storage, non -volatile storage, etc. The client application 42
executed on a client computing device 12 may be configured
to communicate with the impression tagging engine 20
executed by the server system 10 .
In the illustrated example , the client application 42
includes a graphical user interface (GUI) 46 that is presented
to the user via a display 48 of the client computing device
12. The client application 42 may be configured to elicit a
visitor impression 38 from the user of the client computing
device 12 and receive impression tag input 40 via the GUI
46 presented to the user. The received impression tag inputs
40 may then be sent to the impression tagging engine 20 .
The impression tagging engine 20 is configured to extract
the impression tag input 40 from the visitor impression 38
retrieved from the content sources 36 of client computing
devices 12. As shown, after extraction by the impression
tagging engine 20, each impression tag input40 may include
an identified impression tag 52, a visited location 52 of the
plurality of locations, and visited location context data 54
including a visited time interval 56 of the plurality of time
intervals 28. In one example, the impression tagging engine
20 receives raw data for the visitor impressions 38 , such as

a user review or a user post on a social networking service .
configured to identify and extract the impression tag 52 from
the written content. The impression tagging engine 20 may

be included in the extensible taxonomy of impression tags 50 In this example , the impression tagging engine 20 may be
30 .

As described above , the extensible taxonomy of impres
sion tags 30 may be prepopulated with a predetermined list
of dictionary sourced impression tags 32, including words,

determine the visited location 52 from the written content,
such as if the user wrote an address or name for the location

phrases, emoticons, images , etc. the impression tagging 55 in the visitor impression 38 , or metadata such as geolocation
data that was associated with the content of the visitor
prepopulated impression tags, including synonyms, ant impression 38 by the content source 36 .
onyms, etc. Thus, the impression tagging engine 20 may be
Additionally, the impression tagging engine 20 may also

engine 20 may include predetermined semantics for these

configured to recognize and understand these impression determine the visited location context data 54 , including the
60 visited time interval 56 , based on metadata associated with
As shown , the extensible taxonomy of impression tags 30 the visitor impression 38. For example, a timestamp for the
may be further extended to include crowd sourced impres visitor impression 38 may be used to determine when the
sion tags 34. The crowd sourced impression tags 34 may visited location 52 was visited . If the user visited at 8:00 PM ,
comprise impression tags that are not included in the base then the impression tagging engine 20 may determine that
dictionary sourced impression tags 32 , but are sourced from 65 the impression tag input 40 has an evening visited time
user generated content and various content sources. The interval 56. The visited time interval 56 may be selected
impression tagging engine 20 may recognize that a word or from one of the plurality of time intervals . Thus , the visited
tags in online content.
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time interval 56 may include a time of day, a day of the may extract the impression tag input 40 from the visitor
month , a month , a season , a duration of an event, etc., impression 38 received from the client computing device 12 .
depending upon the type of time intervals appropriate for the
In one example , the GUI46 is configured to allow the user
to freely enter their impressions into the entry field 60
visited location 52 .
As shown, the visited location context data 54 of each 5 without providing any suggested impression tags. In another
impression tag input 40 may further include a visited loca example , the GUI 46 may provide a list 62 of suggested
tion condition 58 of a plurality of location conditions. The impression tags to the user. In this example , the server
visited location condition 58 indicates a physical condition system 10 may be configured to send the extensible tax
of the visited location 52 when the visitor impression 38 was onomy of impression tags 30 to a client computing device
generated . In one example, the plurality of location condi- 10 12. After receiving the extensible taxonomy of impression
tions includes weather conditions. Thus, the visited location tags 30 , the client application 42 may present a subset of the
condition data 58 may indicate whether the weather was extensible taxonomyof impression tags 30 to the user via the
rainy, runny , cold, hot, or any other type of weather condi GUI 46. In the example illustrated in FIG . 2 , the client
tion , when the visitor created the visitor impression 38. To application 42 presents the user with a list 62 of common
determine the visited location condition data 58, the impres- 15 impressions from the extensible taxonomy of impression
sion tagging engine 20 may be configured to retrieve tags 30. The client application 42 may be configured to
weather data for the area of the visited location 52. For receive a user selection of one or more of the impression tags
example , if the visited location 52 is a store in Portland , in the list 62 of impression tags . After the user has selected
Oreg ., the impression tagging engine 20 may retrieve one or more of the impression tags, the impression tagging
weather data for Portland , Oreg . from any suitable weather 20 engine 20 may receive an impression tag input 40 from the

database service, and determine what the weather condition client computing device 12 including a user selection of one
for Portland , Oreg. was at the visited time interval 56. In of the impression tags from the extensible taxonomy of
another example, the visited location condition 58 make impression tags 30 as the identified impression tag 50. Itwill
indicate other conditions of the location such as nearby be appreciated that the user may enter or select impression
25 tags via any suitable input method . For example , the user
events that may impact the visited location .
FIG . 2 illustrates an example GUI 46 shown on a display may enter the impression tags via text input to an entry field
48 of an example client computing device 12 , which is a 60 of the GUI 46. In another example , the usermay enter the
mobile computing device in this example . As shown, the impression tags via voice input to a microphone of the client
client application 42 executed by the client computing computing device 12 .
device 12 is configured to elicit a visitor impression 38 from 30 As discussed previously, the impression tagging engine
the user of the client computing device 12. In the illustrated 20 may monitor a plurality of different content sources, and
example , the client application 42 determine that the user is is not limited to retrieving visitor impressions 38 only from
currently at a store COFFEE SHOP which is the visited clientcomputing devices 12. FIG . 3 illustrates two examples
location 52 in this example . The example GUI 46 includes of content sources 36 that the impression tagging engine 20
an entry field 60 where the user may enter one or more 35 may monitor for visitor impressions 38. In one example, the
impression tags via an input device , such as a touch capaci content sources 36 include an online social networking

tive display of the mobile computing device. In this specific service 36A where users may generate posts . In the illus
example , the GUI 46 further includes a GUI element that has trated example, a user has created a post including an
a countdown timer, which may be configured to elicit the example visitor impression 38A . The impression tagging
user's initial first impressions of gut reactions to the visited 40 engine 20 may be configured to perform semantic analysis
location . As shown , the user has entered two impression on the example visitor impression 38A to determine that the
tags, " cozy ” and “ quiet” , which are extracted as the identi visited location 52 is the coffee shop A. Additionally , based
fied impression tags 50 for the impression tag input 40.
on hashtag conventions for online social networking ser
After receiving the impression tags entered by the user, vices, the impression tagging engine 20 may determine that
the client application 42 executed by the client computing 45 the content of “ #cozy #quiet #relaxyourself ” includes three
device 12 may be configured to send the entered impression impression tags of “ cozy ” , “ quiet” , and “ relaxyourself” . The
tags to the server system 10 as the visitor impression 38 , impression tagging engine 20 may compare the extracted
which includes impression tag input 40 having the entered impression tags to the extensible taxonomy of impression
impression tags of “ cozy " and " quiet" . The client application tags 30 , and may identify both “ cozy ” and “ quiet” based on
42 may be further configured to attach metadata to the visitor 50 the extensible taxonomy of impression tags 30 .
impression 38 , including the current time of 3:00 PM when
However , the impression tag of “ relaxyourself” may be an
the userwas entering the impression tags. After receiving the uncommon phrase that was not already included in the
visitor impression 38 from the client application executed by dictionary sourced impression tags 32 of the extensible
the client computing device 12 , the impression tagging taxonomy of impression tags 30. Although the phrase was
engine 20 may extract the impression tag input 40 , which 55 not included in the extensible taxonomy of impression tags
includes the entered impression tags of “ cozy ” and “ quiet” . 30 , the impression tagging system 20 may still be determine
The impression tagging engine 20 may then identify the that the phrase is still an impression tag due to the hashtag
entered impression tags with the extensible taxonomy of convention . In one example , based on at least a determina
impression tags 30. The impression tagging engine 20 may tion that one of the identified impression tags 50 of the
also determine the visited location context data 54 based on 60 plurality of extracted impression tag inputs 40 is not
the metadata including the timestamp of 3:00 PM for the included in the extensible taxonomy of impression tags 30 ,
visitor impression 38. Thus, in this example, the impression the impression tagging engine 20 executed by the server
tagging engine 20 may determine that the visited time system 10 may be configured to extend the extensible
interval 56 is in the afternoon time interval, and may taxonomy of impression tags 30 with the one of the identi
determine visited location condition data 58, such as the 65 fied impression tags as a crowd-sourced impression tag 34 .
weather, by querying weather data for the weather condition In the illustrated example, the impression tagging engine 20
at 3:00 PM . In this manner , the impression tagging engine 20 may add the phrase “ relaxyourself ” to the extensible tax
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onomy of impression tags 30 as a crowd sourced impression
tag 34. Thus, as other people use the phrase “ relaxyourself"
in other visitor impressions 38 , the impression tagging

each impression tag input extracted from the various content
sources 36 generated by visitors of the coffee shop A
location will be aggregated together and stored in the
engine 20 may identify that phrase as an impression tag location profile associated with the coffee shop A location.
without relying on language conventions such as the 5 In one example, to aggregate the impression tag input 40
hashtag
in a location profile , the impression tagging engine 20 is
As the crowd sourced impression tags 34 include uncom
configured to store and organize all of the impression tag
mon tags outside the dictionary sourced impression tags 32 , input 40 for the location profile in a data structure suitable
it is likely that crowd sourced impression tags 32 will tend for data analysis , such as , for example , a spreadsheet type
to quickly trend upward in use and subsequently quickly 10 data structure. Accordingly , the impression tagging engine
trend downward in use. In one example, the impression 20 may be configured to perform data analysis on the
tagging engine 20 is configured to calculate an extraction aggregated impression tag input data 64 to determine which
frequency for each of the crowd sourced impression tags 34 . identified impression tags from the extensible taxonomy of
That is, the impression tagging engine 20 maintains a record impression tags 30 are most frequently used for a location at
ofhow often each of the crowd sourced impression tags 34 15 each of the plurality of time intervals 28. In another
are identified in visitor impressions 38 over a period of time, example , the impression tagging engine 20 is configured to
such as every month . In this example , based on at least a aggregate the impression tag inputs 40 by calculating aggre
determination that one of the crowd- sourced impression tags
34 of the extensible taxonomy of impression tags 30 has an

gate scores for each impression tag that has been associated
with a location at each of the plurality of time intervals 28.
extraction frequency that is lower than a threshold frequency 20 These aggregate scores may be updated by the impression
value , the impression tagging engine 20 executed by pro tagging engine 20 when new impression tag input 40 is
cessor 14 is further configured to remove the one of the received .
crowd-sourced impression tags from the extensible tax
FIG . 4 illustrates an example of aggregate scores deter
onomy of impression tags 30. It will be appreciated that the mined for the location profile for the coffee shop A location.
threshold frequency value may be set to any value suitable 25 In this example, five impression tags have been extracted
value. For example , the threshold frequency value may be from visitor impressions 38 for the coffee shop A. The
set to 10 extractions permonth , such that if a specific crowd impression tagging engine 20 has computed aggregate
sourced impression tag is being extracted and identified less scores 66 for each impression tag 50 for each of the plurality
than 10 times per month, then the impression tagging engine of time intervals 28. In the illustrated example, the plurality
20 may be configured to remove that specific crowd sourced 30 of time intervals 28 includes a morning, afternoon , and an
impression tag from the extensible taxonomy of impression evening time interval. In this example, higher aggregate
tags 30.
scores are visually depicted as a larger circle and lower
Turning back to FIG . 3, as another example, the co ent aggregate scores are visually depicted as a smaller circle . As
sources 36 include an online review service 36B . The shown, visitors of the coffee shop A frequently enter tasty ”
impression tagging engine 20 executed on the server system 35 as an impression during every time interval, but only fre
10 may monitor the online review service 36B for reviews quently enter “ loud” as an impression during the morning
related to one of the plurality of locations known to the when the coffee shop A is generally busier. On the other
impression tagging engine 20. In the illustrated example , the hand , during the afternoon and evening time intervals , when
impression tagging engine 20 identifies two user reviews for the coffee shop A is less busy , visitors frequently enter the
the location coffee shop A , and retrieves the two reviews at 40 impressions “ cozy ” ,“ quiet” , and “ relaxyourself ”, and do not
visitor impressions 38B . As discussed previously , the enter those impressions during the morning when the coffee
impression tagging engine 20 may extract impression tags shop A may be crowded , hectic, and loud . Thus , in this
from the visitor impressions 38B based on grammar and manner, the aggregated impression tag input data 64 for each
language conventions. In the illustrated example, the of the plurality of location profiles 22 includes data indicat
impression tagging engine 20 extracts the identified impres- 45 ing how frequently each impression tag is used by visitors to
sion tags 50 of “ nice” , “ small” , “ cozy ” , and “ quiet” from the describe that location profile's associated location during
first review , and extracts the identified impression tags 50 of each time interval of that location profile’s plurality of time
“ cozy ” and “ relax ” from the second review . In this manner, intervals 28. It will be appreciated that the impression
the impression tagging engine 20 may extract the impression tagging engine 20 may use any suitable methods and data
tag input 40 including the identified impression tags 50, and 50 structures to aggregate the impression tag inputs 40 .
may determine the visited location context data 54 based on
As shown in FIG . 1, the impression tagging engine 20 is
metadata such as a timestamp attached to the reviews by the configured to , for each location profile, select one or more
categorizing impression tags 68 from the extensible tax
online review service 36B .
Turning back to FIG . 1 , the impression tagging engine 20 onomy of impression tags 30 for each of the plurality of time
of the server system 10 is configured to monitor content 55 intervals 28 based on at least the aggregated impression tag
sources 36 and extract a plurality of visitor impressions 38 input data 64 of that location profile . In one example, the

including a plurality of impression tag input 40. The impres impression tagging engine 20 selects one or more impres
sion tagging engine 20 is further configured to , for each sion tags having the highest aggregate score for each time
impression tag input 40, aggregate that impression tag input interval as the categorizing impression tags 68. In the
40 into aggregated impression tag input data 64 in a location 60 example illustrated in FIG . 4 , the impression tags “ tasty ”
profile of the plurality of location profiles 22 that is asso
and “ loud” have the highest aggregate score during the
ciated with the visited location 52 of that impression tag morning time interval, and the impression tags “ tasty” ,
input 40. In the example of FIG . 2, the impression tag input " cozy " , " quiet" , and " relaxyourself" , have the highest aggre
40 had the visited location 52 coffee shop A. Thus, the gate score during the afternoon and evening time intervals.
impression tagging engine 20 is configured to aggregate the 65 Thus, in this example, the impression tagging engine 20 may
impression tag input 40 into the location profile that is be configured to select the " tasty ” and “ loud ” impression
associated with the coffee shop A location . In this manner, tags as categorizing impression tags 68 for a morning time
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interval of the location profile associated with the coffee tag has a higher aggregate score for time intervals of the
shop A , and the " tasty ", " cozy ", " quiet" , and " relaxyourself plurality of time intervals compared to the " quiet” and
impression tags as the categorizing impression tags 68 “ relaxyourself” impression tags. Based on that determina
during the afternoon and evening time intervals . In this tion , the impression tagging engine 20 may be configured to
manner , the extensible taxonomy of impression tags 30 may 5 determine that the “ cozy ” impression tag has a higher
be used to categorize each location of a plurality of locations hierarchical relation to the " quiet” and “ relaxyourself ”
based on visitor impressions of those locations .
impression tags, such as, for example, a parent- child hier
In one example , the impression tagging engine 20 may be archical relation. In this manner, the impression tagging
configured to determine that a location profile of the plu engine 20 may be configured to determine hierarchical
rality
of location profiles 22 includes a categorizing impres- 10 relations between sets of related impression tags in the
sion tag 68 that has been selected for each of the plurality of extensible taxonomy of impression tags 30. In this example ,
time intervals 28 or that has been selected for an amount of
impression tagging engine 20 may be further configured
time intervals greater than a threshold value . Based upon at tothe select
categorizing impression tags 68 based on hierar
least that determination , the impression tagging engine 20
chical
relations
impression tags in the aggregated
may be further configured to determine that the categorizing 15 impression tag between
input data 64 of a location profile. For
impression tag is a time independent categorizing impres
sion tag that is always a categorizing impression tag for that example, the impression tagging engine 20 may be config
location profile regardless of the plurality of time intervals ured to select an impression tag with the highest hierarchical
relation as the categorizing impression tag 68 when the
28 , location conditions, and other factors.
Asillustrated in FIG . 4 , the impression tagging engine 20 20 aggregated impression tag input data 64 for a location profile
may be further configured to determine relations 70 between includes multiple impression tags having a positive relation ,
two or more impression tags of the extensible taxonomy of even though an impression tag having a lower hierarchical
impression tags 30 based on at least aggregated impression relation has a higher aggregate score for a particular time
tag input data 64 of the plurality of location profiles 22. In interval.
one example , the impression tagging engine 20 may be 25 Turning to FIG . 5, the impression tagging engine 20 may
configured to perform trend analysis on the aggregated be further configured to select one or more categorizing
impression tag input data 64 of each location profile to impression tags 68 from the extensible taxonomy of impres
determine correlations between different impression tags. In sion tags 30 for each of the plurality of location conditions
this example , the impression tagging engine 20 may be based on at least the aggregated impression tag input data of
configured to determine that two or more impression tags 30 that location profile 64. In the illustrated example , the
that have similar aggregate scores during the same time plurality of location conditions includes weather conditions
interval for a location are likely to be positively correlated . such as rainy, sunny, and snowing . Thus , as discussed
On the other hand, two or more impression tags that have previously, the impression tagging engine 20 is configured to
different aggregate scores during the same time interval for determine the visited location condition data 58 , such as the
a location are likely to be negatively correlated . These 35 local weather of that location , when the visitor had visited
determined relations between impression tags may be used that location . As shown in FIG . 5 , aggregate scores for each
by the impression tagging engine 20 to determine meaning impression tag 50 may be calculated for each of the plurality
for the impression tags, particularly the crowd sourced of location conditions, such as rainy , sunny , and snowing.
impression tags 34 that may otherwise have ambiguous Thus , in one example, the impression tagging engine 20 may
meaning to the impression tagging engine 20 .
40 be configured to select categorizing impression tags 68 for
In the example illustrated in FIG . 4 , the impression tag each of the plurality of time intervals and for each of the
“ tasty ” had a high aggregate score during every time interval plurality of location conditions.
while the other impression tags fluctuated . Thus, the “ tasty"
In one example, the plurality of location conditions fur
impression tag may be determined to have no clear relation ther includes regional conditions . In this example , an
to the other impression tags. On the other hand, the impres- 45 example location profile of the plurality of location profiles
sion tags " cozy ”, “ quiet” , and “ relaxyourself”, all had simi 22 may include an associated collection of locations. For
lar aggregate scores during each of the plurality of time example , the associated collection of locations may be a
intervals 28. Thus, in this example , the impression tagging plurality of coffee shops A having different locations in the
engine 20 may determine that the impression tags “ cozy ” , United States . In this example, the visited location condition
" quiet”, and “ relaxyourself" have a positive relation . Thus, 50 may be a region that a particular branch of coffee shop A is
the crowd sourced impression tag “ relaxyourself ” may be located . That is, one coffee shop A may have a visited
determined to mean both cozy and quiet. On the other hand , location condition of a Pacific Northwest region , while a
the impression tag “ loud ” has different aggregate scores for different coffee shop A may have a visited location condition
each time interval. Accordingly , the impression tag “ loud ” of a New England region . Thus, the impression tagging
may be determined to have a negative relation with the 55 engine 20 may be configured to select categorizing impres
impression tags " cozy " , " quiet " , and " relaxyourself” .
sion tags 68 for all coffee shops A associated with the
In one example , the impression tagging engine 20 may be example location profile , as well as categorizing impression
further configured to determine hierarchical relations tags 68 for each coffee shop A in the Pacific Northwest
between impression tags of the extensible taxonomy of region and categorizing impression tags 68 for each coffee
impression tags 30 based on at least aggregated impression 60 shop A in the New England region of the plurality of location
tag input data 64 of the plurality of location profiles 22. In conditions . In one specific example, all coffee shops A may

the example shown in FIG . 4, the impression tags of “ cozy” ,
“ quiet”, and “ relaxyourself ” were determined to have posi

have categorizing impression tags 68 of “ cozy ” and “ quiet” .
Additionally, each coffee shop A having the visited location
tive relations based on the aggregated impression tag input condition of the Pacific Northwest region may have catego
data 64 of the location profile associated with the coffee shop 65 rizing tags 68 of“ escapetherain ” , while each coffee shop A
A location. In one specific example, the impression tagging having the visited location condition of the New England
engine 20 may further determine that the “ cozy ” impression region may have categorizing tags 68 of “ escapethecrowd” .
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In another example , the plurality of location conditions and an evening time interval of the plurality of time intervals
further includes a location type. For example , the location 22 as the target time interval 76. Next, the impression
type may include restaurants, coffee shops, beaches, build
tagging engine 20 may search through the plurality of
ings, stores , landmarks, etc. Thus, the visited location con
location profiles for location profiles that have one ormore
dition data 58 that is extracted from the visitor impression 38 5 categorizing impression tags 68 corresponding to “ cozy”
may further include a location type. For example, visitor during the evening time interval. Thus, in the example
impressions 38 associated with the location coffee shop A illustrated in FIG . 4 , the impression tagging engine 20 may
may have extracted visited location condition data 58
that the location profile for the coffee shop A
including a coffee shop location type . In this example , the determine
includes a " cozy ” categorization impression tag 68 during
impression tagging
enginetags20 may
configured
select 10 the evening time interval. Accordingly, the impression tag
categorizing
impression
68 forbe the
visited tolocation
ging engine 20 may select the location profile for the coffee
condition of the coffee shop location type for the location shop
A as the target location profile 78 as being a suitable
profile associated with coffee shop A. The impression tagine response
to the search request 72 .
engine 20 may be further configured to aggregate the
categorizing impression tags 68 selected for the coffee shop 15 After selecting the target location profile 78 , the server
location type for multiple location profiles. That is , a first system 10 may transmit , to the client computing device 12 ,
location profile for the coffee shop A location and a second a search result 80 including the target location profile 78.
The client application 42 executed on the client computing
location profile for a coffee shop B location may both
include visited location conditions of the coffee shop loca
device 12 may be configured to present the search result 80
tion type . The impression tagging engine 20 may be con- 20 to the user via the GUI 46 shown on the display 48 .
figured to aggregate the categorizing impression tags 68 that
In one example, the impression tagging engine 20 is
were selected for the coffee shop location type for both the further configured to select a target location profile 78 from
first and second location profiles , and determine a trend for the plurality of location profiles 22 that has one or more
the aggregated categorizing impression tags selected for the categorizing impression tags 68 selected for a target location
coffee shop location type . In one specific example , the 25 condition of the target location associated with the target
impression tagging engine 20 may determine a trend that the location profile at the target time interval 76 that correspond
impression tags of “ cozy ” and “ quiet” tend to be selected as to the requested impression tag 74. In examples that include
categorizing impression tags 68 for most location profiles weather conditions for the plurality of location conditions ,
having the coffee shop location type . Based on that deter the impression tagging engine 20 may be configured to
mination , the impression tagging engine 20 may be further 30 determine the target location condition of the target location
configured to select the " cozy " and " quiet" impression tags based on local weather data at the target time interval 76 .
for as categorizing impression tags 68 for all location Thus, the impression tagging engine 20 may be configured
profiles having the coffee shop location type.
to select a target location profile that includes categorizing
It will be appreciated that the above examples of location impression tags 68 that correspond to the requested impres
conditions are merely illustrative , and other types of location 35 sion tag 74 during both the target time interval and the target
conditions not specifically mentioned above may also be location condition .
included in the plurality of location conditions and visited
FIG . 6 illustrates the GUI 46 of the client application 42
location condition data 58 for the plurality of location presented on the client computing device after a search
profiles 22.

request 72 was entered by the user. In the illustrated

The categorizing impression tags 68 may be used by the
impression tagging engine 20 to select suitable location 45
profiles in response to search requests from user of client
computing devices 12 .
As shown , the server system 10 may receive, from a client
computing device 12 , a search request 72 having a requested
impression tag 74 and search request context data including 50
a target time interval 76 of the plurality of time intervals .
The requested impression tag 74 may include an impression
tag from the extensible taxonomy of impression tags 30 , and
the target time interval 76 may be a time interval for when
the search request 72 was generated, or a specific time 55
interval being requested by the user of the client computing
device such as for a reservation (e.g. cozy coffee shop at
7:00 PM ).
After receiving the search request 72 , the impression
tagging engine 20 is configured to select a target location 60
profile 78 from the plurality of location profiles 22 that has
one or more categorizing impression tags 68 selected for the
target time interval 76 of the plurality of time intervals 28
that correspond to the requested impression tag 74. For
example , if the search request 72 was “ cozy coffee shop at 65
7:00 PM ” , the impression tagging engine 20 may be con
figured to extract " cozy ” as the requested impression tag 74

when the search request 72 was entered by the user. In
another example, the target time interval may be a time
interval entered by the user as part of the search request (e.g.
cozy places at 6:00 PM ).
After receiving the search request, the impression tagging
engine 20 is configured to extract the requested impression
tag 74 from the search request 72. In the example of FIG . 6 ,
the requested impression tag 74 is “ cozy ” , and the target
time interval 76 is 3:00 PM . Thus , the impression tagging
engine 20 searches through the plurality of location profiles
to select a target location profile that has a categorization
impression tag corresponding to “ cozy” during the afternoon
time interval. The target location profile is then transmitted
to the client computing device 12 with search results 80 .
After receiving the search result 80, the client application 42
presents the target location profile in the search result 80 via
the GUI 46. As shown in FIG . 6 , the target location profile
included the location profile for the coffee shop A location ,
which has a “ cozy” categorization tag during the afternoon
time interval.
As illustrated in FIG . 6 , the search result 80 may include
a plurality of target location profiles . In the example of FIG .
6 , location profiles for both the coffee shop A location and
a hotel location included the " cozy ” categorization tag

Now turning back to FIG . 1, each of the plurality of 40
location profiles 22 includes categorizing impression tags 68
selected by the impression tagging engine 20 for a plurality
of time intervals 28 and a plurality of location conditions .

example , the search request 72 was for “ cozy places” . In one
example , the client application 42 may be configured to
associate a target time interval 76 to the search request 72 .
In this example, the target time interval 76 is a current time
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during the afternoon, and were thus both transmitted to the sion tags, themethod 700 may proceed from step 708 to step
client computing device 12 in the search result 80 .
710 and may include extending the extensible taxonomy of
In one example , the impression tagging engine 20 may be impression tags with the one of the identified impression
further configured to select a target location profile 78 from tags as a crowd-sourced impression tag . The extensible
the plurality of location profiles 22 further based on deter- 5 taxonomy of impression tags may include both the diction
mined relations 70 between the one or more categorizing ary sourced impression tags and the crowd sourced impres
impression tags 68 of the target location profile and the sion tags.
requested impression tag 74. As discussed in the example of
Advancing from step 710 to step 712, the method 700

FIG . 4 , the impression tagging engine 20 determined that may include, for each impression tag input, aggregating that
there is a positive relation between the “ cozy” impression 10 impression tag input into aggregated impression tag input

tag and the “ quiet” impression tag . Thus, in this example , the data in a location profile of the plurality of location profiles
impression tagging engine 20 may also search for location that is associated with the visited location of that impression
profiles that include one or more categorizing impression tag input. In one example , aggregating the impression tag
tags 68 that have a positive relation with the requested input may include organizing all of the impression tag input
impression tag 74. Accordingly , the impression tagging 15 for a location profile in a data structure suitable for data
engine 20 searched for location profiles that have “ cozy ” analysis , such as , for example , a spreadsheet type data
and / or " quiet” categorization tags, and transmitted those structure . In another example, aggregating the impression
location profiles to the client computing device 12. As tag inputs may include calculating aggregate scores for each
shown in FIG . 6 , the location profile for the library location impression tag that has been associated with a location at
was also transmitted as a related search result.
20 each of the plurality of time intervals . These aggregate
FIG . 7 showsan example computer-implemented method scores may be updated when new impression tag input is
700 according to an embodiment of the present disclosure . received .
At step 702 , the method 700 may include, storing a plurality
Proceeding from step 712 to step 714, the method 700

of location profiles respectively associated with a plurality may include determining relations between two or more
of locations, each location profile having calendar data 25 impression tags of the extensible taxonomy of impression
including a plurality of time intervals . The plurality of tags based on at least aggregated impression tag input data
location profiles may be stored in non -volatile storage of a of the plurality of location profiles. In one example, step 714
server system . The plurality of locations are physical loca may further include performing trend analysis on the aggre
tions in the world and may include buildings , businesses, gated impression tag input data of each location profile to
routes, landmarks , geolocations, collections of locations, 30 determine correlations between different impression tags .
and other methods of demarcating locations. In one Step 714 may further include determining that two or more

example , the calendar data for each of the plurality of
location profiles includes a plurality of time intervals
selected from the group consisting of day, time of day ,
month , year, and season . In another example , the calendar 35
data for each of the plurality of location profiles includes
event time intervals of the plurality of time intervals for
events that occur at the associated location . For example, a
location that is a store may include a plurality of time
intervals for the hours that the store is open . As another 40
example, a public square location may include a plurality of
time intervals for the duration of events that will occur at the

impression tags that have similar aggregate scores during the
same time interval for a location are likely to be positively
correlated . On the other hand, two or more impression tags
that have different aggregate scores during the same time
interval for a location are likely to be negatively correlated .
Advancing from step 714 to step 716 , the method 700
may include, for each location profile, selecting one or more
categorizing impression tags from the extensible taxonomy
of impression tags for each of the plurality of time intervals
based on at least the aggregated impression tag input data of
that location profile. In one example, step 716 includes

Proceeding from step 704 to step 706 , the method 700
sions of the plurality of locations. The content sources may

taxonomy of impression tags.
Advancing from step 718 to step 720, the method 700
may include selecting a target location profile from the

selecting one or more impression tags having the highest
public square .
Advancing from step 702 to step 704, the method 700 aggregate score for each time interval as the categorizing
may include managing an extensible taxonomy of impres- 45 impression tags.
sion tags for categorizing the plurality of locations. The
Proceeding from step 716 to step 718 , the method 700
extensible taxonomy of impression tagsmay include words , may include receiving a search request having a requested
emoticons , and user uploaded image forms of impression impression tag and search request context data including a
tags. In one example, the extensible taxonomy of impression target time interval of the plurality of time intervals. The
tags may include dictionary sourced impression tags.
50 requested impression tag may be included in the extensible

may include monitoring content sources for visitor impres

include client computing devices , online social networking plurality of location profiles that has one or more catego
services, online review services, and other content sources 55 rizing impression tags selected for the target time intervalof
that may provide user impressions of locations in the world . the plurality of time intervals that correspond to the
Advancing from step 706 to step 708 , the method 700 requested impression tag . In one example, step 720 may
may include extracting a plurality of impression tag inputs include selecting a target location profile that includes one or
from the visitor impressions, each impression tag input more categorization impression tags that are the same at the
including an identified impression tag, a visited location of 60 request impression tag during the target time interval. In
the plurality of locations , and visited location context data another example, step 720 further includes selecting a target
including a visited time interval of the plurality of time location profile from the plurality of location profiles further
intervals . The identified impression tags may be extracted based on determined relations between the one or more
based on known language conventions and grammar.
categorizing impression tags of the target location profile
Based on at least determining that one of the identified 65 and the requested impression tag .
impression tags of the plurality of extracted impression tag
Proceeding from step 720 to step 722, the method 700
inputs is not included in the extensible taxonomy of impres may include transmitting a search result including the target
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location profile . In one example , the search result may
include a plurality of target location profiles .
Advancing from step 722 to step 724 , the method 700
may include, based on at least determining that one of the
crowd-sourced impression tags of the extensible taxonomy
of impression tags has an extraction frequency that is lower
than a threshold frequency value , removing the one of the
crowd-sourced impression tags from the extensible tax
onomy of impression tags. The threshold frequency value
may be set to any value suitable value. For example , the
threshold frequency value may be set to 10 extractions per
month , such that if a specific crowd sourced impression tag
is being extracted and identified less than 10 times per
month , then step 724 may include removing that specific
crowd sourced impression tag from the extensible taxonomy
of impression tags .
In some embodiments, the methods and processes
described herein may be tied to a computing system of one
or more computing devices. In particular , such methods and
processes may be implemented as a computer- application
program or service , an application -programming interface
(API), a library, and /or other computer-program product.
FIG . 8 schematically shows a non - limiting embodiment
of a computing system 900 that can enact one ormore of the
methods and processes described above . Computing system
900 is shown in simplified form . Computing system 900
may embody the server system 10 and client computing

16

Non -volatile storage device 906 includes one or more
physical devices configured to hold instructions executable
by the logic processors to implement the methods and
processes described herein . When such methods and pro
5 cesses are implemented , the state of non - volatile storage
device 904 may be transformed e.g., to hold different data .

Non -volatile storage device 906 may include physical
device 94 may include optical memory (e.g., CD ,
10 storage
DVD , HD -DVD , Blu - Ray Disc , etc. ), semiconductor
memory (e.g.,ROM , EPROM , EEPROM , FLASH memory ,
etc.), and /ormagnetic memory ( e.g., hard -disk drive , floppy
disk drive, tape drive, MRAM , etc.), or other mass storage
15 device technology. Non -volatile storage device 906 may
include nonvolatile , dynamic , static, read/write , read -only,
sequential-access , location -addressable, file-addressable ,
and /or content-addressable devices. It will be appreciated
that non - volatile storage device 906 is configured to hold
20 instructions even when power is cut to the non -volatile
storage device 906 .
Volatile memory 904 may include physical devices that
include random access memory. Volatile memory 904 is
typically utilized by logic processor 902 to temporarily store
25 information during processing of software instructions. It
will be appreciated that volatile memory 904 typically does
devices that are removable and / or built -in . Non -volatile

not continue to store instructions when power is cut to the
devices 12 described above . Computing system 900 may volatile memory 904 .
take the form of one or more personal computers, server
Aspects of logic processor 902 , volatile memory 904 , and
computers, tablet computers, home-entertainment comput- 30 non - volatile storage device 906 may be integrated together
ers, network computing devices, gaming devices, mobile into one or more hardware -logic components. Such hard

computing devices , mobile communication devices ( e.g., ware- logic components may include field -programmable
smart phone ), and /or other computing devices, and wearable gate arrays (FPGAs ), program-and application - specific inte
computing devices such as smart wristwatches and head grated circuits (PASIC /ASICs), program- and application
mounted augmented reality devices.
35 specific standard products (PSSP /ASSPs), system -on -a-chip
Computing system 900 includes a logic processor 902 (SOC ), and complex programmable logic devices (CPLDs ),
volatile memory 904, and a non -volatile storage device 906 . for example .
Computing system 900 may optionally include a display
The terms “module ," " program ,” and “ engine ” may be
subsystem 908 , input subsystem 910 , communication sub
used to describe an aspect of computing system 900 typi
system 912 , and /or other components not shown in FIG . 8. 40 cally implemented in software by a processor to perform a

Logic processor 902 includes one or more physical particular function using portions of volatile memory , which
devices configured to execute instructions . For example , the function involves transformative processing that specially
logic processor may be configured to execute instructions configures the processor to perform the function. Thus, a
that are part of one or more applications , programs, routines , module, program , or engine may be instantiated via logic
libraries , objects , components, data structures, or other logi- 45 processor 902 executing instructions held by non -volatile
cal constructs. Such instructions may be implemented to storage device 906 , using portions of volatile memory 904 .
perform a task , implement a data type, transform the state of It will be understood that different modules, programs,
one or more components , achieve a technical effect, or and /or engines may be instantiated from the same applica
otherwise arrive at a desired result.
tion , service , code block , object, library, routine , API, func
The logic processor may include one or more physical 50 tion , etc. Likewise , the same module , program , and /or
processors (hardware ) configured to execute software engine may be instantiated by different applications, ser
instructions. Additionally or alternatively, the logic proces
vices, code blocks, objects , routines, APIs, functions, etc.
sor may include one or more hardware logic circuits or The terms“ module,” “ program ," and " engine" may encom
firmware devices configured to execute hardware -imple pass individual or groups of executable files , data files ,
mented logic or firmware instructions. Processors of the 55 libraries, drivers, scripts , database records, etc.
logic processor 902 may be single-core or multi-core, and
When included , display subsystem 908 may be used to
the instructions executed thereon may be configured for present a visual representation of data held by non - volatile
sequential , parallel, and /or distributed processing . Indi storage device 906. The visual representation may take the
vidual components of the logic processor optionally may be form of a graphical user interface (GUI). As the herein
distributed among two or more separate devices, which may 60 described methods and processes change the data held by the
be remotely located and /or configured for coordinated pro
non -volatile storage device, and thus transform the state of
cessing . Aspects of the logic processor may be virtualized the non -volatile storage device, the state of display subsys
and executed by remotely accessible, networked computing tem 908 may likewise be transformed to visually represent
devices configured in a cloud computing configuration . In changes in the underlying data . Display subsystem 908 may
such a case , these virtualized aspects are run on different 65 include one or more display devices utilizing virtually any
physical logic processors of various different machines, it type of technology. Such display devices may be combined
will be understood .
with logic processor 902 , volatile memory 904 , and /or
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non - volatile storage device 906 in a shared enclosure , or result including the target location profile . In this aspect,
such display devices may be peripheral display devices.
additionally or alternatively , the plurality of locations may
When included , input subsystem 910 may comprise or be selected from the group consisting of buildings, busi
interface with one or more user- input devices such as a nesses, routes , landmarks, geolocations, and collections of
keyboard , mouse, touch screen , or game controller. In some 5 locations. In this aspect, additionally or alternatively , the
embodiments, the input subsystem may comprise or inter calendar data for each of the plurality of location profiles
face with selected natural user input (NUI) componentry . may include a plurality of time intervals selected from the
Such componentry may be integrated or peripheral, and the group consisting of day, time of day , month , year, and
transduction and /or processing of input actions may be season . In this aspect, additionally or alternatively, the
handled on- or off -board . Example NUI componentry may 10 calendar data for each of the plurality of location profiles
include a microphone for speech and /or voice recognition ; includes event time intervals of the plurality of time inter
an infrared , color, stereoscopic, and /or depth camera for vals for events that occur at the associated location . In this
machine vision and /or gesture recognition ; a head tracker, aspect, additionally or alternatively, the extensible tax
eye tracker , accelerometer, and /or gyroscope for motion onomy of impression tags may include words, emoticons ,
17

detection and/or intent recognition; as well as electric - field 15 and user uploaded images. In this aspect, additionally or
sensing componentry for assessing brain activity ; and/or any

other suitable sensor.
When included , communication subsystem 912 may be
configured to communicatively couple various computing
devices described herein with each other, and with other 20
devices. Communication subsystem 912 may include wired
and /or wireless communication devices compatiblewith one
or more different communication protocols . As non - limiting
examples, the communication subsystem may be configured
for communication via a wireless telephone network , or a 25

wired or wireless local- or wide -area network , such as a
HDMI over Wi- Fi connection . In some embodiments , the

alternatively, based on at least a determination that one of

the crowd- sourced impression tags of the extensible tax
onomy of impression tags has an extraction frequency that
is lower than a threshold frequency value , the processor may
be further configured to remove the one of the crowd
sourced impression tags from the extensible taxonomy of
impression tags. In this aspect, additionally or alternatively,
the process may be further configured to determine rela
tions between two or more impression tags of the extensible
taxonomy of impression tags based on at least aggregated

impression tag input data ofthe plurality of location profiles ,
and select a target location profile from the plurality of

communication subsystem may allow computing system
location profiles further based on determined relations
900 to send and /or receive messages to and /or from other between the one or more categorizing impression tags of the
devices via a network such as the Internet.
30 target location profile and the requested impression tag. In
The following paragraphs provide additional support for this aspect, additionally or alternatively, the processor may
the claimsof the subject application . One aspect provides a be further configured to send the extensible taxonomy of
server system comprising a processor configured to store a impression tags to a client computing device , and receive an
plurality of location profiles respectively associated with a impression tag input from the client computing device
plurality of locations, each location profile having calendar 35 including a user selection of one of the impression tags from
data including a plurality of time intervals , manage an the extensible taxonomy of impression tags as the identified
extensible taxonomy of impression tags for categorizing the impression tag. In this aspect, additionally or alternatively ,
plurality of locations, monitor content sources for visitor visited location context data of each impression tag input
impressions of the plurality of locations and extract a may further include a visited location condition of a plurality
plurality of impression tag inputs from the visitor impres- 40 of location conditions, and wherein the processor may be

sions, each impression tag input including an identified
impression tag , a visited location of the plurality of loca
tions , and visited location context data including a visited
time interval of the plurality of time intervals , based on at

further configured to select one or more categorizing impres
sion tags from the extensible taxonomy of impression tags
for each of the plurality of location conditions based on at
least the aggregated impression tag input data of that loca
least a determination that one of the identified impression 45 tion profile, and select a target location profile from the
tags of the plurality of extracted impression tag inputs is not plurality of location profiles that has one or more catego
included in the extensible taxonomy of impression tags , rizing impression tags selected for a target location condi
extend the extensible taxonomy of impression tags with the tion of the target location associated with the target location
one of the identified impression tags as a crowd-sourced profile at the target time interval that correspond to the
impression tag , for each impression tag input, aggregate that 50 requested impression tag . In this aspect, additionally or
impression tag input into aggregated impression tag input alternatively , the plurality of location conditions may
data in a location profile of the plurality of location profiles include weather conditions.
that is associated with the visited location of that impression
Another aspect provides a method comprising storing a
tag input, and for each location profile , select one or more plurality of location profiles respectively associated with a
categorizing impression tags from the extensible taxonomy 55 plurality of locations, each location profile having calendar
of impression tags for each of the plurality of time intervals data including a plurality of time intervals , managing an
based on at least the aggregated impression tag input data of extensible taxonomy of impression tags for categorizing the
that location profile. In this aspect, additionally or alterna
plurality of locations, monitoring content sources for visitor
tively, the processor may be further configured to receive , impressions of the plurality of locations and extracting a
from a client computing device, a search request having a 60 plurality of impression tag inputs from the visitor impres
requested impression tag and search request context data sions , each impression tag input including an identified
including a target time interval of the plurality of time impression tag , a visited location of the plurality of loca
intervals, select a target location profile from the plurality of tions, and visited location context data including a visited
location profiles that has one or more categorizing impres time interval of the plurality of time intervals, based on at
sion tags selected for the target time interval of the plurality 65 least determining that one of the identified impression tags
of time intervals that correspond to the requested impression of the plurality of extracted impression tag inputs is not
tag , and transmit , to the client computing device, a search included in the extensible taxonomy of impression tags,
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extending the extensible taxonomy of impression tags with with the visited location of that impression tag input, and for
the one of the identified impression tags as a crowd- sourced each location profile, select one or more categorizing
impression tag, for each impression tag input, aggregating impression tags from the extensible taxonomy of impression
that impression tag input into aggregated impression tag tags based on at least the aggregated impression tag input
input data in a location profile of the plurality of location 5 data of that location profile.
profiles that is associated with the visited location of that
It will be understood that the configurations and /or
impression tag input, and for each location profile, selecting approaches
described herein are exemplary in nature, and
one or more categorizing impression tags from the exten that these specific
embodiments or examples are not to be
sible taxonomy of impression tags for each of the plurality considered in a limiting
sense, because numerous variations
of time intervals based on at least the aggregated impression 10 are possible . The specific
or methods described
tag input data of that location profile . In this aspect , addi herein may represent one orroutines
more of any number of pro
tionally or alternatively, the method may further comprise

cessing strategies . As such , various acts illustrated and /or
receiving a search request having a requested impression tag described
may be performed in the sequence illustrated
and search request context data including a target time and/or described
, in other sequences , in parallel, or omitted .
interval of the plurality of time intervals, selecting a target 15 Likewise, the order
of the above -described processesmay be
location profile from the plurality of location profiles that changed .
has one or more categorizing impression tags selected for

The subjectmatter of the present disclosure includes all
the target time interval of the plurality of time intervals that
correspond to the requested impression tag, and transmitting novel and non - obvious combinations and sub -combinations
a search result including the target location profile . In this 20 of the various processes, systems and configurations, and
aspect,additionally or alternatively, the plurality of locations other features, functions, acts , and /or properties disclosed
may be selected from the group consisting of buildings , herein , as well as any and all equivalents thereof.
businesses, routes, landmarks, geolocations, and collections
of locations. In this aspect, additionally or alternatively, the
The invention claimed is :
calendar data for each of the plurality of location profiles 25 1. A server system comprising a processor configured to :
may include a plurality of time intervals selected from the
store a plurality of location profiles respectively associ
group consisting of day, time of day, month , year, and
ated with a plurality of locations, each location profile
season . In this aspect, additionally or alternatively , the
having calendar data including a plurality of time
calendar data for each of the plurality of location profiles
intervals;
may include event time intervals of the plurality of time 30 manage an extensible taxonomy of impression tags for
categorizing the plurality of locations;
intervals for events that occur at the associated location . In
this aspect, additionally or alternatively, the extensible tax
monitor content sources for visitor impressions of the
onomy of impression tags may include words, emoticons,
plurality of locations and xtract a plurality of impres
and user uploaded images. In this aspect , additionally or
sion tag inputs from the visitor impressions, each
alternatively, the method may further comprise based on at 35
impression tag input including an identified impression
least determining that one of the crowd-sourced impression
tag , a visited location of the plurality of locations, and
tags of the extensible taxonomy of impression tags has an
visited location context data including a visited time
extraction frequency that is lower than a threshold frequency
interval of the plurality of time intervals;
value, removing the one of the crowd -sourced impression

tags from the extensible taxonomy of impression tags. In this 40
aspect, additionally or alternatively , the method may further
comprise determining relations between two or more
impression tags of the extensible taxonomy of impression
tags based on at least aggregated impression tag input data
of the plurality of location profiles, and selecting a target 45
location profile from the plurality of location profiles further
based on determined relations between the one or more
categorizing impression tags of the target location profile
and the requested impression tag.

Another aspect provides a server system comprising a 50

processor configured to store a plurality of location profiles
respectively associated with a plurality of locations,manage

based on at least a determination that one of the identified

impression tags of the plurality of extracted impression
tag inputs is not included in the extensible taxonomy of
impression tags, extend the extensible taxonomy of
impression tags with the one of the identified impres
sion tags as a crowd-sourced impression tag ;
for each impression tag input, aggregate that impression
tag input into aggregated impression tag input data in a
location profile of the plurality of location profiles that
is associated with the visited location of that impression
tag input; and
for each location profile, select one or more categorizing

impression tags from the extensible taxonomy of
impression tags for each of the plurality of time inter

an extensible taxonomy of impression tags for categorizing
vals based on at least the aggregated impression tag
the plurality of locations,monitor content sources for visitor
input data of that location profile .
impressions of the plurality of locations and extract a 55 2. The server system of claim 1 , wherein the processor is
plurality of impression tag inputs from the visitor impres
further configured to :
sions, each impression tag input including an identified
receive, from a client computing device, a search request
impression tag and a visited location of the plurality of
having a requested impression tag and search request
locations, based on at least a determination that one of the
context data including a target time interval of the
identified impression tags of the plurality of extracted 60
plurality of time intervals ;
impression tag inputs is not included in the extensible
select a target location profile from the plurality of loca
taxonomy of impression tags, extend the extensible tax
tion profiles that has one or more categorizing impres
onomy of impression tags with the one of the identified
sion tags selected for the target time interval of the
impression tags as a crowd- sourced impression tag, for each
plurality of time intervals that correspond to the
impression tag input, aggregate that impression tag input 65
requested impression tag ; and
into aggregated impression tag input data in a location
transmit , to the client computing device , a search result
profile of the plurality of location profiles that is associated
including the target location profile .
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3. The server system of claim 2 , wherein the plurality of
locations are selected from the group consisting of build
ings, businesses, routes, landmarks, geolocations, and col

managing , at the one or more computer-readable storage
devices, an extensible taxonomy of impression tags for
categorizing the plurality of locations;
monitoring content sources of one or more remote com
lections of locations.
4. The server system of claim 2 , wherein the calendar data 5
puting devices over a communications network for
visitor impressions of the plurality of locations and
for each of the plurality of location profiles includes a
extracting a plurality of impression tag inputs from the
plurality of time intervals selected from the group consisting
visitor impressions, each impression tag input includ
of day, time of day, month , year, and season .
ing an identified impression tag , a visited location of
5. The server system of claim 2 , wherein the calendar data
the plurality of locations , and visited location context
for each of the plurality of location profiles includes event 10
data including a visited time interval of the plurality of
time intervals of the plurality of time intervals for events that
time intervals ;
occur at the associated location .
based
on at least determining that one of the identified
6. The server system of claim 2 , wherein the extensible
impression
tags of the plurality of extracted impression
taxonomy of impression tags includes words, emoticons , 15
tag
inputs
is
not included in the extensible taxonomy of
and user uploaded images .
impression tags, extending the extensible taxonomy of
7. The server system of claim 2, wherein based on at least
impression tags at the one or more computer-readable
a determination that one of the crowd-sourced impression
storage devices with the one of the identified impres
tags of the extensible taxonomy of impression tags has an
sion tags as a crowd -sourced impression tag ;
extraction frequency that is lower than a threshold frequency 20 for each impression tag input, aggregating that impression
value, the processor is further configured to remove the one
tag input into aggregated impression tag input data in a
of the crowd - sourced impression tags from the extensible
location profile of the plurality of location profiles
taxonomy of impression tags.
stored at the one or more computer-readable storage
8. The server system of claim 2 , wherein the processor is
devices that is associated with the visited location of
25
that impression tag input; and
further configured to :
determine relations between two or more impression tags
for each location profile, selecting one or more catego
of the extensible taxonomy of impression tags based on
rizing impression tags from the extensible taxonomy of
at least aggregated impression tag input data of the
impression tags for each of the plurality of time inter
vals based on at least the aggregated impression tag
plurality of location profiles; and
select a target location profile from the plurality of loca- 30
input data of that location profile .
tion profiles further based on determined relations

between the one or more categorizing impression tags

of the target location profile and the requested impres
sion tag.
9. The server system of claim 2 , wherein the processor is 35
further configured to :
send the extensible taxonomy of impression tags to a
client computing device ; and
receive an impression tag input from the client computing
device including a user selection of one of the impres- 40
sion tags from the extensible taxonomy of impression
tags as the identified impression tag .
10. The server system of claim 2 , wherein visited location
context data of each impression tag input further includes a
visited location condition of a plurality of location condi- 45
tions, and wherein the processor is further configured to :
select one or more categorizing impression tags from the
extensible taxonomy of impression tags for each of the
plurality of location conditions based on at least the
aggregated impression tag input data of that location 50
profile ; and
select a target location profile from the plurality of loca
tion profiles that has one or more categorizing impres
sion tags selected for a target location condition of the
target location associated with the target location pro- 55
file at the target time interval that correspond to the
requested impression tag .
11. The server system of claim 10 , wherein the plurality

13. The method of claim 12 , further comprising :
tag and search request con xt data including a target
time interval of the plurality of time intervals;

receiving a search requesthaving a requested impression

selecting a target location profile from the plurality of
location profiles that has one or more categorizing
impression tags selected for the target time interval of
the plurality of time intervals that correspond to the
requested impression tag ; and
transmitting a search result including the target location
profile .
14. The method of claim 13, wherein the plurality of
locations are selected from the group consisting of build
ings, businesses , routes, landmarks , geolocations, and col
lections of locations .
15. The method of claim 13 , wherein the calendar data for
each of the plurality of location profiles includes a plurality
of time intervals selected from the group consisting of day,
time of day, month , year, and season.
16. The method of claim 13 , wherein the calendar data for
each of the plurality of location profiles includes event time
intervals of the plurality of time intervals for events that
occur at the associated location .
17. The method of claim 13 , wherein the extensible
taxonomy of impression tags includes words, emoticons ,
and user uploaded images.
18. The method of claim 13 , wherein based on at least
determining that one of the crowd- sourced impression tags
of location conditions includes weather conditions.
of the extensible taxonomy of impression tags has an
12. A method performed by a computing system of one or 60 extraction frequency that is lower than a threshold frequency
more computing devices comprising at least one processor, value, removing the one of the crowd-sourced impression
tags from the extensible taxonomy of impression tags .
the method comprising
:
storing , at one or more computer- readable storage
19. The method of claim 13, further comprising:
devices , a plurality of location profiles respectively
determining relations between two or more impression
associated with a plurality of locations , each location 65
tags of the extensible taxonomy of impression tags
profile having calendar data including a plurality of
based on at least aggregated impression tag input data
time intervals ;

of the plurality of location profiles ; and
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selecting a target location profile from the plurality of
location profiles further based on determined relations
between the one or more categorizing impression tags
of the target location profile and the requested impres
sion tag.
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